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Mastering Rust: Learn about memory safety, type system, concurrency, and the new features of Rust 2018 edition, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Become proficient in designing, developing and deploying effective software systems using the advanced constructs of Rust 

	
		Key Features

		
			Improve your productivity using the latest version of Rust and write simpler and easier code
	
			Understand Rust's immutability and...
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Outlook 2007: Beyond the ManualApress, 2007
Many people use Outlook either by choice or by force, but few of them do more than scratch the surface of the personal information manager's many features. And after years of spending hours each day within Outlook, most users become at least proficient with its base features.
Outlook 2007: Beyond the Manual takes you to the next level,...
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The Beatles in Hamburg (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2012

	John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr are four of the most famous names in the history of music. In the 1960s, the Beatles became the bestselling pop band in the world, inspiring legions of fans and developing into popular music icons. Fifty years later, their recordings are still in demand. But none of this happened...
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Go Web Development Cookbook: Build full-stack web applications with GoPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		86 recipes on how to build fast, scalable, and powerful web services and applications with Go

	
		Key Features

		
			Become proficient in RESTful web services
	
			Build scalable, high-performant web applications in Go
	
			Get acquainted with Go frameworks for web...
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Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented SoftwareAddison Wesley, 1995

	Capturing a wealth of experience about the design of object-oriented software, four top-notch designers present a catalog of simple and succinct solutions to commonly occurring design problems. Previously undocumented, these 23 patterns allow designers to create more flexible, elegant, and ultimately reusable designs without having to...
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Apple Training Series: Mac OS X Server Essentials v10.6: A Guide to Using and Supporting Mac OS X Server v10.6Peachpit Press, 2009
This book is based on the same criteria used for Apple’s official training course, Mac OS X Server Essentials 10.6, an in-depth exploration of Mac OS X Server v10.6. This book serves as a self-paced tour of the breadth of functionality of Mac OS X Server and the best methods for effectively supporting users of Mac OS X Server systems....
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Apple Training Series: Mac OS X Advanced System Administration v10.5Peachpit Press, 2008
Welcome to the official reference guide for the Apple Mac OS X Advanced System Administration v10.5 certification course. This book serves as a self-paced guide and is designed to help you build the basic skills you need to effectively administer Mac OS X and Mac OS X Server systems. Apple Training Series: Mac OS X Advanced System Administration...
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CompTIA A+ Complete Study GuideSybex, 2006
All-in-one guide prepares you for CompTIA's new A+ Certification
    Candidates aiming for CompTIA's revised, two-exam A+ Certified Track will find everything they need in this value-packed book. Prepare for the required exam, CompTIA A+ Essentials (220-601), as well as your choice of one of three additional exams focusing on...
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Expert Oracle Application ExpressApress, 2011

	Expert Oracle Application Express brings you groundbreaking insights into developing with Oracle’s enterprise-level, rapid-development tool from some of the best practitioners in the field today. Oracle Application Express (APEX) is an entirely web-based development framework that is built into every edition of Oracle Database....
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D CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	For experienced programmers this book is a journey into D, the language that can dramatically improve your productivity and capabilities. Learning is engaging and straightforward, thanks to the ‘How to do it’/’How it works’ approach.


	Overview

	
		Leverage D to write efficient and...
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Personal Cybersecurity: How to Avoid and Recover from CybercrimeApress, 2017

	Discover the most prevalent cyber threats against individual users of all kinds of computing devices. This book teaches you the defensive best practices and state-of-the-art tools available to you to repel each kind of threat.


	Personal Cybersecurity addresses the needs of individual users at work and at home. This book...
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.NET Development Security SolutionsSybex, 2003
The .NET Framework offers new, more effective ways to secure your Web and LAN-based applications.  Sybex’s .NET Development Security Solutions uses detailed, code-intensive examples—lots of them—to teach you the right techniques for most scenarios you’re likely to encounter. This is not an introduction to...
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